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The Mangrove Cell of Maharashtra was established on January 5th 2012 as a dedicated unit for
the protection of mangroves. As the country’s first such unit, its creation has led to unprecedented
extension of the activities of Maharashtra Forest Department to the coastal areas. The Mangrove
Cell has been instrumental in bringing coastal and marine biodiversity issues to the forefront of the
conservation agenda. The Cell is the Nodal Agency for the implementation of the GoI-UNDP-GEF
Sindhudurg Project.

UNDP partners with people at all levels of society to help build nations that can withstand crisis, and
drive and sustain the kind of growth that improves the quality of life for everyone. On the ground
in more than 170 countries and territories, it offers a global perspective and local insight to help
empower lives and build resilient nations.

The Global Environment Facility (GEF), established on the eve of the 1992 Rio Earth Summit, is a
catalyst for action on the environment – and much more. Through its strategic investments, the GEF
works with partners to tackle the planet’s biggest environmental issues.

Introduction
In the blue waters off the coast of Sindhudurg, one can see the coexistence of people and the
sea. Fishermen set sail for the day’s catch as the sun gleams on the calm waters. Dolphins surface
in the distance while a tour group peers to get a glimpse of them. The relationship between
human and the sea is ubiquitous, featuring in myths and legends, art and literature and religion
and spirituality.
In the fishing district of Sindhudurg, the lives of thousands of people are inextricably linked to
the sea for sustenance and livelihood. The great majority depend on the coast for food and jobs
in fishing, tourism, and related areas. However, they are now realising that the bounty of the sea
is not limitless. Their dependence on it is only sustainable if balanced with efforts to protect its
biodiversity that keeps the ecosystem intact. The ecosystem is under threat from unsustainable
fishing by trawlers, an expanding tourism sector, and pollution from fishing vessels and other
maritime traffic. Agrochemical and industrial pollution are relatively limited but a precautionary
approach is warranted, and climate change poses an impending threat.
The GoI-UNDP-GEF Project has introduced pilot projects in Sindhudurg that present
opportunities for maintaining the livelihood-ecosystem balance. Implemented by the Mangrove
Cell of Maharashtra, in partnership with the Ministry of Environment and Forests and financed
by the Global Environment Facility, the Project mainstreams biodiversity conservation into
Sindhudurg coastal district’s production sectors. It also generates awareness among local
communities on biodiversity conservation amidst the threats.
During the period of the Project from 2012 to 2017, it has impacted the lives of thousands
of people in the district of Sindhudurg in coastal Maharashtra. This book, Sindhudhwani – The
Voices of Sindhudurg, brings to you some of the stories from the beneficiaries of the Project.
Through observations and direct interviews, the stories capture the personal growth and the
individual experiences of the beneficiaries which often remain unheard.
From the district’s first female scuba diver whose world changed as she went underwater,
to a traditional fisherman who was one of the first to adopt the newly introduced square mesh
fishing net in the district and a group of local women who can recite the scientific names of
mangrove species in their region, each heart-warming story takes you on a unique journey of life
in a coastal district of India. The ambitions and challenges, the dreams and lessons of the Project
beneficiaries are captured in these first-hand accounts.
The seed of this book came from informal exchanges with the beneficiaries where they shared
experiences that spoke volumes about the impact of the Project on their everyday lives. We felt
there was a strong need to capture this qualitative data about the Project and its impact on the
beneficiaries. These stories, which do not appear in the traditional project reports, give a holistic
understanding of the project impact from the point of view of the beneficiaries. The data was
collected through participant observations and in-person interviews.
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The ten stories in the book take you through some of the initiatives by the Project in Sindhudurg:
scuba diving training, mangrove tourism, crab farming, system of rice intensification, plastic-free
campaign, square mesh net, bivalve farming, turtle conservation and solid waste management.
Some of the outstanding qualitative impacts observed through these stories include the
empowerment of women self-help groups, boost to community action for mangrove conservation
and an increased commitment of the local community towards solid waste management.
The book introduces you to the stars of Sindhudurg who have been inspired by the Project
initiatives and taken forward the work in their own communities: Bhushan Juwatkar, a local youth
trained in scuba diving under the Project, formed his own group for cleaning up ghost nets
from the ocean; the Swamini self-help group started a mangrove safari with a boat funded
by the Project which has become so popular that the group is now learning English to cater to
international tourists; Gurunath Rane took forward the Project’s pilot plastic-free campaign at
Sindhudurg Fort; and Babi Redkar was a driving force in convincing fishermen in the district to
switch to square mesh nets, a practice which has now become a policy.
The Honorary Wildlife Warden of Sindhudurg, Nagesh Daptardar, a supporter of the Project
and someone who has spent a significant part of his life working with the locals in Sindhudurg,
sums up its impact and the way forward, “The Project came at the right time. It managed to
overcome the initial resistance which is a natural reaction among our people. The youth of our
district are enthusiastic and doing good work. Communities are more aware and villages are
forming small groups to do their share in protecting our ecosystem. We still have a lot to do, but
I’m hopeful for a better future.”
Through this book, we hope the reader gets an insight into how conservation and livelihood
can take place concurrently. For the millions of people living on India’s coastline, the alliance of
these two seemingly conflicting aspects is the key to a sustainable future.
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Message
Vikas Kharage, IAS

Secretary (Forest), Revenue and Forests Department,
Government of Maharashtra

The key players in biodiversity protection are local communities that have a symbiotic
relationship with the ecosystem. Sustainable conservation can happen when they start deriving
tangible benefits from protecting the ecosystem. The launch of the GoI-UNDP-GEF Project
on “Mainstreaming Coastal and Marine Biodiversity in Sindhudurg District” in 2012 gave
the Maharashtra Forest Department an opportunity to initiate a number of programmes for
conservation of our coastal and marine biodiversity in Sindhudurg. The Mangrove Cell of the
Forest Department as the Nodal Implementing Agency of the Project has worked dedicatedly to
promote the organic link between conservation and livelihood.
The impact of the Project is being seen at a policy level as well. Various interventions initiated
by the Project are being taken forward by the state government. The Maharashtra government
in its annual budget for its 2017-18 financial year has announced a fund allocation for setting
up a multi-species hatchery and for promoting crab and bivalve culture in coastal Maharashtra.
Through the Project, the Forest Department has also worked closely with the Fisheries Department
in implementing the Joint Patrolling activity, which has also resulted in the empowerment of the
Fisheries officials to book offences under the Wildlife Protection Act, 1972.
Additionally, given the success of the activities under the Project, like crab farming, oyster and
mussel culture, square mesh net use, system of rice intensification and others, a cabinet-level
decision has also been made to upscale these activities along coastal Maharashtra.
I am proud to state that the Forest Department of Maharashtra has modelled a new scheme
for mangrove conservation and livelihood generation, based on the lessons learnt from the
Project. For this, I thank the people of Sindhudurg, who put their faith in the Project and the
Forest Department, and presented before the world a sustainable model of coastal and marine
biodiversity conservation. I hope the stories of the people of Sindhudurg, captured in this book,
shall inspire and influence many such Projects around the world.

(Vikas Kharage)
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Foreword
Preeti Soni

Assistant Country Director and Head (Energy and Environment),
United Nations Development Programme

Sixty-three million people live on India’s coastline and an overwhelming majority depend on the
coast for their livelihoods, the sustainability of which depends on keeping the ecosystem secure.
In Maharashtra’s Sindhudurg region, one of the few ecologically critical habitats in the country,
the ecological balance is threatened.
The United Nations Development Programme in partnership with the Ministry of Environment,
Forest and Climate Change and the government of Maharashtra, funded by the Global
Environment Facility, is supporting efforts to conserve the enormous biodiversity wealth of the
coastal area of Sindhudurg. Since 2011, the partnership has been instrumental in building
sustainable and alternate livelihoods for communities; encouraging community action to protect
the environment; and effectively work towards fulfilling multiple Sustainable Development
Goals - a bold, universal agreement to end poverty, address climate change and build peaceful,
inclusive societies for all, by 2030, and particularly Goal 14 on Life Below Water.
The publication highlights the ground realities and impact the partnership has had on the lives
of the communities in the region, especially women; and presents critical insights for scaling up
efforts to integrate, improved governance and strengthened resilience of coastal communities
and ecosystems.
We hope this publication motivates generations of coastal communities across the world
towards sustainable development that guarantees a better future for all.

(Preeti Soni)
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Preface
N. Vasudevan, IFS

APCCF Mangrove Cell &
Nodal Officer GoI-UNDP-GEF Sindhudurg Project

The Mangrove Cell of the Maharashtra Forest Department has been implementing the GoIUNDP-GEF Sindhudurg Project since 2012 passionately and dedicatedly, which has resulted
in the overall success of the Project. As the Project comes to a close in December 2017, it is time
to take stock and assess how this unique experiment has touched the lives of ordinary people
in Sindhudurg. It is with great pleasure that I present to you this book which highlights the socio-economic impacts of the livelihood and conservation activities on the coastal communities in
Sindhudurg.
The Sindhudurg Project has worked extensively with the communities and line departments
through a four-fold approach - conservation, capacity-building, alternative livelihood promotion
and planning. This book primarily focuses on the alternative livelihood programmes introduced
by the Project and highlights the organic link between sustainable livelihoods and ecosystem
conservation.
The result of this is particularly evident from the 100 percent adoption of square mesh nets
by the fishers’ community of Sindhudurg. Such evidences of a positive attitude change towards
biodiversity conservation are also seen among the beneficiaries of the mangrove eco-tourism
programme, PADI-certified SCUBA diving, bivalve farming, mangrove crab farming, System
of Rice Intensification, integrated multi-trophic aquaculture and others.
To conclude, I request you readers to not just look at these stories as best practices, but also to
see through the experiences of the beneficiaries the manifold impacts that development projects
can have on communities; that of increased self-confidence, empowerment, change of attitude
towards the environment and financial stability. That I believe would be the ultimate success of
this book.

(N. Vasudevan)
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“Earlier all we knew about
mangroves was that it was
illegal to cut them down.
Today we can correctly
identify over 15 species
of mangroves.”

Swamini Self-Help Group next to
their Project-funded boat used for
conducting mangrove safaris; Vengurla
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“THAT’S AVICENNIA MARINA,” SAYS SWATHI HULE POINTING
out to a mangrove tree alongside the creek. “And that one over there
is Excoecaria agallocha. See the pointy leaves and the cluster of small
green seeds? That’s how you identify it. The leaves have medicinal
properties and are used for treating pneumonia and asthma,” explains
Priyanka Dabholkar. On being remarked that they sound like seasoned
botanists, they burst out laughing. “Until a year ago, we used to refer
to it all as kaandal, and we just knew was that it was illegal to cut them
down. Now we know them all by names as if they are our relatives and
friends,” chips in Ayesha Hule.
Swathi, Priyanka and Ayesha are part of a 10 member Self-Help
Group called Swamini, which has been implementing a pilot model
of mangrove eco-tourism at the Mandavi Creek in Vengurla. The
programme was launched on January 26th, 2017 and within four months
the group had earned Rs 70,000 from the mangrove safari alone. For
implementing the activity, the Project supported the group by providing
two row boats, 20 life jackets, and training in mangrove interpretation
and hospitality management. With these inputs, the Swamini SHG
successfully modelled a mangrove eco-tourism programme around the
creek, complete with a makeshift restaurant serving Malvani cuisine.
“Seaweed pakoda and Malvani fish curry are our signature dishes here,”
quips Sushila Hule.
The mangrove safari, which includes an hour-long boat ride in the
Mandavi creek in Vengurla, is the major component of the eco-tourism
programme. The women row the boats themselves, and help the tourists
in identifying the various mangrove species and associated flora and
fauna.
So how did a group of women belonging to the fishers’ community
become experts at mangrove identification? Laughter ripples through
the group as they recall their initial days when they used to struggle with
the botanical names. “Avicennia marina, Rhizophora apiculata… all
these names, and their distinguishing features, their uses… we couldn’t
take it! After completing our training in mangrove identification, we
realised we would forget the names if we don’t practice it daily,” says
Gautami Hule. The group then set a daily routine – every afternoon they
would meet near the creek, walk around and take turns in identifying
the species using its botanical and local name, and recite its various uses
one by one. This activity not only helped them remember the names,
but also set the camaraderie within the group, explains Shweta.
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“The initial days were rough,” continues Shweta. “None of us had any
experience in rowing a boat. My husband, Anand, gave us a weeklong training and then he asked us to try it on our own. We were so
bad at rowing that the boats would often get stuck in mangroves and
there would be chaos,” she says. “Eventually he stopped helping us even
when the boat would get stuck. He told us we had to learn to get it out
ourselves. So we did, and now there’s nobody who can row a boat as
well as we do in entire Vengurla!” says Priyanka. “And we owe it all to
this patch of mangroves!”
“Earlier all we knew about mangroves was that it was illegal to cut
them down. Today we can correctly identify over 15 species of mangroves,”
says Sneha Khobarekar with a hint of pride. “We knew that fishes come
to the mangroves to lay eggs. But we learnt this year that even birds and
otters lay their eggs in mangrove areas. We tell the tourists that these
mangroves are ‘maternity homes’ for the marine creatures!” They add
that when they hear of mangrove felling incidences, they get enraged.
The group has been keeping a close eye on the mangroves in the area,
acting like a community vigilante group.
For their dedication and success in implementing the mangrove ecotourism model, they have been covered by the local, national and even
international media. “When we started,” says Ayesha, “we knew that we
wanted to set an example. But our desires were limited within the borders
of Vengurla. We wanted to send a message to our community that even
women can run tourist businesses.” Sharing their experiences, the group
mentions that when they were undergoing training in boat rowing and
mangrove interpretation, there were quite a few people who tried to
discourage them. Sai Satardekar recalls some of their words – “Women
can’t run these things. You’ll do it for two days and when your arms will
start to ache from all the rowing, you’ll stop.”
“In a way these words motivated us further,” says Radhika. “Even
when our arms, legs and backs would ache, we knew we had to keep
going or nobody would trust the entrepreneurial spirit of a group of
women again.”
Today, there are no qualms about Swamini’s abilities, as stories of their
industrious spirit have travelled far and wide. Lessons and experiences
from the Swamini model of mangrove eco-tourism are being captured
for replication along the Maharashtra coast. Tourists, too, have been
seeking out the group for a ride through the mangrove canopies and
the rich biodiversity that it houses. Considering their growing popularity,

the group is now also being trained in Spoken
English under the Project, to enable them to
cater to foreign tourists.
“To us, the tourists’ feedback matters the
most. We have kept a book at our restaurant
for the tourists to tell us how they felt about
the whole experience. Their feedback is the
biggest validation of our success!” says Janhavi
Hule. “We like the popularity and the media
coverage, of course. But we like it the best when
the tourists laugh with us and tell us that they
enjoyed the experience,” continues Janhavi.
When asked to narrate an experience they
loved the best, the group unanimously declared
to each other “THAT NGO GROUP!” before
breaking into their characteristic infectious
laughter. “They kept teasing us,” shares Sneha.
“They asked us, ‘if we pay only half the price for
the safari, will you stop the boat mid-way and
ask us to swim back?’ We told them, ‘No, we’ll
bring you back and take the full amount!’”
“We are excellent businesswomen, you see?”
chirps Ayesha amidst loud laughter. There’s no
doubt about it!

Swamini Self-Help Group;
Vengurla
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“Mangrove conservation was
never a topic here until the
crab farming programme
was introduced.”

Members of Abhimaan Self-Help
Group, harvesting mud crabs reared in
mangroves; Malvan
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DRESSED IN MATCHING PURPLE SAREES, TEN WOMEN SIT
on a creekside katta at the village of Achara. Behind them, the bamboo
pens in shallow water, hold their efforts of four years. Supported by the
GoI-UNDP-GEF Sindhudurg Project, the women are working on the
cultivation of mud crabs in ponds, in their mangrove-rich village.
Almost half of the mangroves in Maharashtra are on private lands.
These mangroves are always under the threat of being razed down
for profitable enterprises. Since mangroves provide healthy breeding
grounds for crabs, crab farming activities are a good way of reaping
monetary benefits from mangroves. A programme in mangrove crab
farming was initiated by Maharashtra’s Mangrove Cell in Sindhudurg
district under the GoI-UNDP-GEF project, with the technical help of the
Rajiv Gandhi Centre for Aquaculture (RGCA) and the Marine Products
Exports Development Authority (MPEDA). Self-help groups in Achara,
Taramumbari, Shiroda among other villages took up this activity following
a training programme on crab farming. The programme has given these
groups an additional livelihood income, a new skill and – as many of
them claim – a personal support group.
“The activity was totally new to us. We didn’t have the habit of going
in to the mud. We thought it was something only men could do,” say
the women of Achara’s self-help group. “When we started the activity,
people were wondering what we were doing. There were skeptics and
there were some who were curious to see if we would be successful,” adds
the Taramumbari group of women crab farmers. To these women, the
activity has given them a boost of self-confidence.
The Achara group – aptly named Abhimaan which means “pride” in
Marathi – has had a host of visitors at the site, including international
agencies. They are eager to showcase their hard work and even pooled
together money from their first crop to buy matching purple sarees so
that they look like a team. “There is a great sense of pride for us when
people from all over visit our initiative,” says Taramumbari’s Priyanka.
“Sometimes even tourists passing by see it from a distance and want to
know what the neela patta (blue strip) is about,” she says, referring to the
blue mesh net used to make a boundary around the unit. The Achara
group learnt about the importance of the boundary the hard way. The
first crop of crabs that they reared was stolen one night and sold off in the
local market. Their many months of efforts went in vain.
Since then, there have been plenty other learning moments and losses
which have only given further grit to the women. “We would sit through
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the night monitoring the crop in turns. We did everything from harvesting
the crabs to transporting them to the market for sale, all by ourselves so
we didn’t have to depend on anyone,” explains Samiksha Gavkar. After
months of perseverance the women finally found passion in the activity.
“There is a certain joy in working together. We go in together in the mud
and remove the crabs by hand. At lunch time, we all get our dabba, eat
together and chat. For those few hours a day, all our troubles seem to go
away,” she says, while others nod their heads in agreement.
The increased confidence and camaraderie have been personal
positive outcomes for the women. The activity though, has also played a
significant role in the conservation of mangroves which are found in plenty
in these coastal villages. Priyanka elaborates, “Mangrove conservation
was never a topic here until this Project was introduced. We have only
now realized that the crab farming activity is conserving the mangroves
and helping us earn at the same time – that is an important aspect of this
activity. We also learnt about different mangrove species and their fruits,
which we never knew earlier despite living alongside mangroves for years.”
In Achara, mangroves were regularly cut for various local uses. However,
the structural setup of a crab farming unit has a boundary which also
protects the mangroves. Crab farming is thus playing an important role
in conservation of mangroves while meeting the livelihood needs of these
coastal communities. The mangroves in turn protect the shoreline against
coastal erosion, flooding and environmental calamities besides providing
the much needed nursery ground for early stages of coastal and marine
life forms.
While the advantages of the activity are many, it comes with its
own share of challenges. The natural stock of crabs and its juveniles is
dwindling on account of habitat loss, urbanization in the coastal belts
and increasing fishing pressure. Additionally, the inconsistent availability
of crab seeds is a major constraint in scaling up the activity. As of early
2017, mud crab seeds are available only from a hatchery in Tamil Nadu,
a state further south of India. With consistent efforts from the Mangrove
Cell of Maharashtra, a crab hatchery is planned in Sindhudurg. The
hatchery will have the potential to produce one million crablets in a
year. This will make crab farming in Maharashtra more economically
viable. Additionally, it will further boost the conservation of mangroves on
private lands as new crab farmers see the potential in earning money by
protecting the mangroves where mud crabs thrive. There is a significant
demand for mud crabs for consumption and a fully grown crab can earn

as much as Rs. 1000 ($16 approximately) in the
local market.
“We want to continue this activity. The support
provided by the Project has given us a boost and
we are eager to do this and more such activities
as a self-help group,” says Suvarna Joshi, the
oldest member and head of the Achara group.
As she adjusts her thick-rimmed glasses, she
looks over at her team – women ranging from
the ages of 30 to 60 years of age – and says
thoughtfully, “We have learnt that if all women
come together, we can go places.”

Abhimaan Self-Help Group;
Malvan
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“Once we take something
on, there’s no looking back.”

Leader of Prasiddhi self-help group,
Kasturi Dhoke, examines oyster spats at
their bivalve farming unit; Devgad
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TEN WOMEN OF THE PRASIDDHI SELF-HELP GROUP ARE
local celebrities in the coastal village of Wadatar. “People take selfies
with us,” the group head Kasturi Dhoke states proudly. Their claim to
fame – Maharashtra’s first-ever women oyster farmers.
With declining fish catch and unsustainable fishing practices,
livelihoods of fisher folk in coastal villages like Wadatar are under threat.
Oyster and mussel (bivalve) farming is one of the alternative livelihood
options for fishing communities in coastal Maharashtra, introduced as
a pilot project under the GoI-UNDP-GEF Sindhudurg Project. The ten
former fisherwomen trained under the Sindhudurg Project, are now
bivalve farming entrepreneurs in Wadatar and a model for many such
setups in their village.
Wadatar’s narrow and sheltered creeks and natural availability of
oyster and mussel species make it an ideal site for rearing these edible
marine species. Oysters and mussels are sold for consumption and fetch
a higher price than some local fish species. Furthermore, promoting
oyster culture helps strengthen coastal livelihood and addresses food
security, acting as an adaptive means of resilient livelihood for the
coastal communities over their traditional livelihood of fishing, which is
declining due to various factors including delayed rainfall, sea level and
temperature rise. In addition, oyster farms offer rich habitat for various
marine species.
Prior to the Project’s intervention, the women would work for long
hours during low tide to collect the oyster and mussels (bivalves) by
hand from the wild. Oyster farming on the other hand follows a simple
method, which involves setting up of a bamboo raft with substrates
in the creeks. Under technical guidance from Central Marine Fisheries
Research Institute (CMFRI) in 2015, the women setup bamboo rack
systems which contain strings of oyster shells for capturing oysters. The
naturally available spat attaches itself to the substrates and in a span
of twelve to fourteen months, the oysters achieve commercial size. The
activity is ecofriendly and organic in nature. The bivalves being filter
feeders, feed on the natural food from the marine environment and help
clean the environment where they grow. By using this setup, bivalves are
reared with comparatively lower effort for a higher yield and with a low
investment. As of late 2017, there are 24 bivalve farming projects in the
Devgad taluka where Wadatar is located.
Self-help groups from different villages come to see Prasiddhi’s
harvest and the women are more than willing to offer training in bivalve
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farming for anyone interested. They have gained media coverage across
Maharashtra and also been featured in international publications.
Despite all the attention, the women remain humble. The word “joy”
occurs frequently as they describe their interactions with visitors to their
project. “It makes us really happy when people come to see our work
and praise us,” they exclaim with childlike enthusiasm in their smiles.
Behind the innocence however, is strength and vigour. “Once we take
something on, there is no looking back,” Dhoke proclaims.
Her loaded statement is validated as she describes the first challenge
the group came across in the project. Right before the first harvest,
on account of heavy rainfall, the structural setup with the oysters was
damaged and submerged under water along with the oysters that had
been reared for over 12 months. “The whole setup was destroyed and
we could have lost our entire crop. But we walked straight in to the
knee-deep water ourselves and recovered the fallen oysters by hand,”
they recount.
Shattering gender stereotypes is now common for them. The group
recalls the scepticism of their community members when they first took
on the project. “No one thought we could do it. It was not something
women did. We ourselves were wondering whether this would work. But
once we saw the results appear we became confident. We do the setup
ourselves, row the boat ourselves, we go in to the water confidently and
we even go to the market ourselves to sell the harvest.” Over the two
years since the start of the project, the group has earned Rs. 33,800
(approximately $525). Inspired by the success of the programme, the
SHG members have begun training interested individuals from nearby
villages in the techniques of oyster farming.
It’s not all work and no play for these ten women, most of them in
their 30s and early 40s. “We love to dance,” they admit with shy smiles.
“When Navratri comes, we too will be dancing away along with the
kids.”
Along with the opportunity to let their hair down, the festivals also
bring in supplementary income for the group. They provide catering
services for Ganpati celebrations and weddings and the number of
guests to cater to has steadily been increasing. “We have got an order
for five thousand people,” says Dhoke, stressing the number a few times
to establish the enormity of the order. They have catered for three
thousand guests in the past. As their popularity keeps increasing, so do
the size of the food orders.

The self-help group has been active since
2005. What is the biggest change in their lives
since the Sindhudurg project intervention was
introduced? “Self-confidence,” they all agree.
And the reputation they’ve gained for putting
Wadatar on the international map. When their
children see a big car driving into their village,
they assume that someone important has
come to meet their mothers.
Naming the group “Prasiddhi” perhaps
foreshadowed what was to come for these
ten women. Prasiddhi is the Marathi word for
“Fame”.

Prasiddhi Self-Help Group;
Devgad
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“We have been able to revive
native species of rice because
of SRI.”

A farmer removes the weeds in his
SRI paddy farm using a cono-weeder;
Vengurla
©UNDP India/Prashanth Vishwanathan
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PRASAD SAKHARAM PARAB STANDS OVER A CIRCULAR
mound, surveying the 1.5 hectares of land which belongs to his friend
and neighbour Ashok Dalvi. The farm has two distinct sections – a
smaller area on the left cultivated using the traditional method of paddy
farming, and a larger area on the right which has been cultivated under
the System of Rice Intensification method. Waving his hand over the
farm he says, “This is why I called you here, to see the difference between
SRI and traditional cultivation for yourself.” Sure enough, a quick glance
over the farm and the difference is too stark to deny. The crops on the
right look taller and healthier with more panicles and grains than those
on the left.
The System of Rice Intensification or SRI, is a relatively new
methodology, which involves a set of practices for plant, soil, water
and nutrient management. For those who practice the traditional form
of paddy farming, the SRI method is almost revolutionary as it goes
against the concepts of traditional practices, particularly with respect
to water management and seedling plantation that have existed for
thousands of years. The traditional farmers believe in clumping three
or four seedlings and planting them closely spaced in flooded land. For
the course of the season, the paddy field is kept flooded and fed on
inorganic fertilisers with the hope of boosting the yield. The SRI technique
discards these practices and calls for the planting of 1 seedling per hill
which are spaced 20-25 centimetres apart from each other. The paddy
field is subjected to alternate wetting and drying during the growth
period, and the dependency on inorganic fertilisers is also reduced. For
the traditional farmers, the SRI technique may seem too radical.
Prasad was one of the few farmers who decided to try the SRI
method of paddy cultivation when it was first introduced in Sindhudurg
under the Project. “After attending the meeting organised by Mayem
Panlot Sangh and UNDP in 2013, I was excited to try SRI and see
the results for myself. But, my father was not convinced. The idea of
planting one sapling per hill seemed laughable to him,” says Prasad.
Eventually Prasad convinced his father to let him try SRI in 4 guntha
(40 guntha of land makes one acre) of land. “The results were so good,
we got almost 68 tillers in one plant, whereas in traditional we used
to get less than half of that. Today all 60 guntha of our land is being
cultivated using the SRI technique,” he says.
The SRI technique of paddy farming tends to be more profitable as it
requires fewer inputs and produces more yields. “In traditional farming,
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the seed requirement was high, the use of inorganic fertiliser was high,
and the requirement for labour was also high as weeding had to be
done manually. In SRI, if you have 3 kilograms of seeds, that’s enough
to cultivate 1 acre of farm. There’s hardly any need for inorganic fertiliser
and the requirement of labour for weeding is taken care of by using
cono-weeder, which can be operated by one person,” he says. Conoweeder is a type of grass cutting machine, which can be run through the
20 cm gap between each plant to remove the weeds. The fallen weeds
in turn provide nutrition to the crops.
According to Dr. Norman Uphoff , Professor Cornell University, USA
and leading campaigner of SRI, this transformative and innovative
technology was borne out of personal experience of Fr. Henry de
Laulanié while living and working in Madagascar, and not as a
development of scientific research. The method has spread to more than
50 countries and is replete with many success stories. Regarding the
SRI programme in Sindhudurg, Prof Hoffman believes the initiative has
demonstrated that SRI’s agro-ecological methods can be productive in
yet another agro-ecosystem, quite different from most other areas of
India where SRI has been introduced. He adds that it has contributed
to the conservation of natural ecosystems where nature’s balances and
resilience are under threat, while also contributing at the same time
to improving the lives and livelihoods of the human population of the
region, many of them in urgent need of greater security and well-being.
Considering the positive results of the SRI programme in coastal
Sindhudurg, the District Authorities have taken the decision to upscale
the activity. The programme for promotion of the SRI technique has
been mainstreamed by the Government by incorporating it into the
‘Chanda te Banda scheme’, with a total of Rs 9.10 crore sanctioned for
the programme between 2015 and 2017.
In Sindhudurg, the SRI technique has shown excellent results as the
farmers have reported an increase in number of tillers, grains per panicle,
and grain and straw yield. “Most importantly, we have been able to
revive native species of rice because of SRI,” says Prasad. He explains
that hybrid varieties were becoming popular across Sindhudurg, when
farming was largely traditional. “Using traditional method, growing
native species like Sonfala was not possible, as we used to get only 1-2
tillers per plant. But now with SRI, we get 32 tillers,” he says triumphantly.
The native varieties sell for a higher price at approximately Rs 70 per
kilo, whereas the hybrid varieties sell for Rs 25 per kilo.

Prasad is convinced that SRI is the future for
ensuring food security in India. “Earlier within
six months of the harvest, our produce used
to get over and we were forced to buy from
others. Today, with SRI, we are self-sufficient,”
he says.
“If you ask any farmer who has tried
SRI, he’ll tell you that he’ll never go back to
traditional farming. That’s how you know
SRI is a good practice,” Prasad declares with
absolute certainty.

Prasad Sakharam Parab;
Malvan
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“Roads and amphitheatres
only benefit those who use it.
But an effective solid waste
management model in a town
can benefit everyone”

Chief Officer Vengurla Municipal
Council, Ramdas Kokare at the
Municipality dumping ground,
Vengurla
16
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AMIDST ROWS OF POTTED PLANTS WITH COLOURFUL
flowers of all sizes, large trees and butterflies fluttering around, one
tends to forget that they are in the middle of Vengurla town’s dumping
ground. “Our vision was to transform this place from a dumping
ground to a playground,” says Ramdas Kokare, Chief Officer of the
Vengurla Municipal Council. With a vision to turn Vengurla into a
Zero Waste Town, the CO played a significant role in designing an
Integrated Solid Waste Management Model for Vengurla, which has
ensured that all forms of waste – wet and dry – are processed so that
no waste remains in the dumping ground.
To actualise the vision, a four-step process of Solid Waste
Management was devised with partial funding support from the
Project. The process involves four-way segregation of waste at source,
100 percent door-to-door waste collection, processing of waste, and
the utilisation of processed waste for various purposes.
The programme commenced with a public outreach programme
in partnership with local NGOs to stop open defecation and to
encourage the communities to segregate waste at source in four
separate dustbins – wet waste or kitchen waste; dry waste including
paper, cardboard, tetra packs, rubber, cloth, leaf waste and dead
wood; plastic waste including packaging material, PET bottles,
plastic containers, milk packets; and metals and glass including glass
bottles, aluminium, iron and tin. The dry and wet waste is processed
with a ‘Waste to Energy’ approach, wherein kitchen waste is processed
into bio-gas, and the dry waste is processed into briquettes which are
sold to factories to be used as fuel. “The only form of waste which
we do not accept from the people as of today is carcasses of cattles
or pet animals. We request them to bury the carcasses in their own
backyards,” says the Chief Officer.
The programme has not just presented to the world an exemplary
design of integrated solid waste management, but has also
demonstrated an effective model of implementation. To ensure 100
percent adoption of this programme by the community, the Vengurla
Municipal Council set up a supervision machinery of trained staff who
ensure that only segregated waste is collected from the households.
The Chief Officer himself can be seen on the streets early in the
morning, supervising the collection vans and ensuring that mixed
waste does not end up at the waste processing ground. The Council
also went a step further and passed a resolution which enabled legal
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action against households which were caught violating the guidelines
of waste segregation. The biggest achievement of the model, however,
has been the method of disposal of plastic wastes, which is an issue of
grave environmental concern.
Globally, the issue of plastic being washed into the seas has been
discussed widely to formulate effective strategies to stop the pollution
of our seas as well as to understand the gamut of impact it has on the
ecosystem and our lives. It is estimated that more than eight million
tonnes of plastic are washed into the oceans every year, potentially
affecting more than 600 species worldwide. This issue was recently
raised at the UN Environment Assembly held in Nairobi on 6th
December 2017, and all 193 UN member countries signed a UN
resolution to eliminate plastic pollution in the sea, and to do their bit
towards monitoring and mitigation of this problem.
In Vengurla, the Project financially supported the Municipal Council
in procuring a plastic crusher machine, which crushes upto 180 kg
of light plastic every day. The crushed plastic is mixed with bitumen
and used for road construction. These roads are not only more longlasting, but it also reduces the cost of road construction considerably.
A one kilometre stretch of road can use upto 1 ton of plastic or 1
million carry bags, and save Rs 10,000 per stretch. Within two years
of implementing the Solid Waste Management model, the Municipal
Council has constructed 12 kms of “plastic” roads, and earns Rs 15
for every kilogram of plastic sold to contractors for road building in
nearby areas.
“The issue of waste management is often ignored. If we build
roads and amphitheatres, it only benefits those who use it. But an
effective solid waste management model in a town can benefit
everyone,” says Kokare. It is this ideology which has won the solid
waste management model several State and National awards for
waste management. The rising popularity of the Vengurla model of
waste management has attracted policy-makers and administrators,
effectively transforming the dumping ground into a training centre for
solid waste management.
“It is very encouraging, indeed,” admits Kokare. “But I felt the
happiest when a woman, who had left Vengurla years ago after she
got married, came back for a visit and the first thing she did was visit
the dumping ground. Where else would you find this?” he asks.
However, even as the Vengurla model continues to win laurels,

its potential for replicability in large cities
continues to be questioned. Kokare admits
that some tend to base the success of this
model on the relatively low population of
Vengurla town. “To those who question this
model I say, population is not a barrier, it’s
only an excuse,” he asserts.
As we exit the dumping ground, Kokare
points to an under-construction house on
the opposite side. “Two years ago, they were
desperately trying to sell the land, wondering
what to do with a piece of land near the
dumping ground that reeks of decomposing
kitchen waste and flies. Few months ago,
convinced with our success of turning this
place into a zero waste ground, they finally
began the construction,” narrates a beaming
Kokare. “I don’t think I’ll find a better indicator
of the success of this Project,” he concludes.

Ramdas Kokare, next to
the Project-funded Plastic
Crusher Machine, at the
Municipality dumping
ground; Vengurla
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“Why do you
work to protect
the environment?’
‘Someone has to
do it’.”

Gurunath Rane, instrumental in the Plastic-free
Sindhudurg Fort campaign,
Malvan
20

IN 2005, GURUNATH RANE LEFT BEHIND AN ADVERTISING
job in Mumbai and moved to Malvan. The graduate of the prestigious
J.J. School of Art in Mumbai, quit the city of dreams to pursue his calling
in the laidback town on the Konkan Coast. Passionate about protecting
the environment and promoting tourism in Konkan, Rane has pioneered
efforts to clean up waste around the Sindhudurg Fort which lies on
the shore of Malvan town. Constructed in the 1600s by Chhatrapati
Shivaji Maharaj, Sindhudurg Fort is protected under the Archaeological
Survey of India. Rane is the President of the NGO Kille Sindhudurga
Prernotsav Samitee which aims to create awareness among locals and
tourists to protect the heritage value of Fort and maintain the pristine
ecosystem around it.
In 2014, the NGO partnered with the GoI-UNDP-GEF Sindhudurg
Project for a plastic-free campaign at the Sindhudurg fort. The Project
funded around 36,000 jute bags which were given to tourists when
they enter, to dispose off waste in the plastic-free zone. Over 2,80,000
tourists visited the fort and used the bags during the project period
of 20 months. At the end of the duration of the activity, Rane took
it upon himself to keep the work going for an additional year. For the
Sindhudurg Project, a pilot initiative that is voluntarily taken up by the
beneficiary for implementation is a sign of success. For Rane though,
he feels it is his responsibility. What drives him to take these efforts to
protect the environment? “Someone has to do it” he says matter-offactly.
“Regular cleaning of the fort area has a high cost. So we started the
jute bag practice. The idea was inspired by a similar practice in Sikkim
where mountaineers would be given bags to collect waste,” describes
Rane. A total of 48,000 plastic bottles along with other plastic waste
were collected through the initiative. Most tourists, who primarily come
from various parts of Maharashtra, have reacted positively to the
initiative. “They are surprised at first but once they understand what we
are doing, they are supportive. They are supposed to return the bag
back to us at the end of their visit but many tourists request to keep the
bag and even pay for it.” Education is key in initiatives like this, stresses
Rane. Awareness about the impact of plastic waste and an actionable
solution for tourists to avoid littering has been important in the success
of the initiative.
Sindhudurg was declared as the first Tourism District in Maharashtra
by the state government in 1997. However, Sindhudurg lives in the

shadow of the success of the neighbouring state of Goa, an international
tourism hotspot. The economic benefits of tourism activities are an
attractive prospect. But the damages to the environment through
unsustainable activities are visible in Goa and increasingly in Malvan
as well. Around the Sindhudurg Fort in particular, unregulated SCUBA
diving tours and more visitors than the site can handle, puts pressure on
the rich biodiversity that is found in the region. The Sindhudurg Project
aims to drive tourism in a more sustainable manner and balance it with
the economics.
Rane is an advocate for sustainable tourism in Sindhudurg and
believes it is key for sustaining Sindhudurg’s economy . “My grandmother
used to tell me about how Sindhudurg was self-sufficient. It used to
produce salt and groundnut oil. We had a strong economy. But now we
buy everything from outside,” he laments, referring to goods coming in
to the district from Belgaum and Goa. “We make nothing in Sindhudurg.
For Sindhudurg, tourism is the only thing that is left.”
Rane’s short stature and unassuming nature belies the influence
he has in Malvan. His efforts to clean up the 350-year-old fort have
found resonance with other community members as well. Local SCUBA
divers have started cleaning underwater waste around the fort. Local
fishermen are also playing their part in helping with cleanup effort.
Rane serves as a tourism consultant with the local Municipal Council
and advises them on sustainable tourism activities. He is also involved
in setting up of a biodiversity interpretation centre in a village in Malvan
to complement their ecotourism activities.
From the urban jungle of Mumbai, Rane moved to Malvan in pursuit
of protecting the environment that his ancestors left behind and the one
he hopes to leave intact for future generations. He says, “Sit outside any
home and you can see 10 to 15 birds at any given time. I like it here; it
gives me peace of mind.”
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“We didn’t make the corals;
we don’t have the right to
destroy them.”

Trained in scuba diving, youth from
Sindhudurg examine ghost nets they
retrieved from the ocean; Malvan
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GLOBAL WARMING. PLASTIC POLLUTION. CORAL
Conservation. The buzzwords at international climate conferences are
an everyday reality for coastal communities in Malvan. 30-year-old
Bhushan Juwatkar regularly refers to these terms as he explains how he
and his friends have come together to protect their oceans.
Bhushan along with Jagdish Todankar, Premanand Paradkar,
Prashant Todankar, Jitendra Shirsekar, Vijay Kolamkar and Raju
Morajkar are seven of the local youth from villages in the Malvan taluka,
who have come together to remove ghost nets and plastic wastes from
the ocean. As part of the GoI-UNDP-GEF Sindhudurg Project, twenty
youth from Sindhudurg have been trained in SCUBA diving up to Dive
Master-level to strengthen their approach towards marine biodiversity
conservation and provide an additional livelihood opportunity as diving
guides for tourists. The PADI-certified training includes 60 mandatory
dives which were utilised by the students to remove ghost nets from
marine biodiversity hotspots of Malvan. The success of the activity
inspired this group of seven to continue the cleaning activity well beyond
the duration of the training.
The group’s primary occupation, like most other residents in the village,
is fishing. “We have been fishermen most of our lives. We had seen SCUBA
diving only on television before. So when we saw a call of interest for a
SCUBA diving training programme for local youth in the newspapers, we
jumped at the opportunity. The fact that it was partially funded made
all the difference. We would not have been able to bear the entire cost
and would not have had this opportunity without the Project’s support,”
says Prashant. The training conducted by the Indian Institute of Scuba
Diving and Aquatic Sports (IISDA) at Tarkarli costs Rs. 2,00,000 (US
$3,000). The Sindhudurg Project contributed 50% of the fees, 25% was
put in by the Maharashtra Tourism Development Corporation which runs
IISDA and the participants had to put in 25% which made the training
affordable for the youth.
Through the training, the participants also learnt about biodiversity
conservation and unsustainable tourism practices in scuba diving.
“We became more aware about the harmful effects of ghost nets and
marine waste during the training. As fishermen, we too have undertaken
harmful practices like discarding torn nets in the sea (ghost nets). But we
were not aware that marine animals can get stuck in these nets and that
the practice harms marine life,” says Bhushan, talking about ways that
the Project has shaped their perspectives towards marine conservation.
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The training also increased awareness about sustainable tourism
practices including conservation of corals. Sindhudurg is one of the few
areas in the country which has corals. Untrained guides carelessly throw
the anchors over coral patches and let tourists break off coral pieces as
souvenirs, which is causing degradation of these beautiful underwater
species. The trained scuba divers have realized the importance of corals
in tourism and also in the protection of aquatic life. “We didn’t make
the corals, we don’t have the right to destroy them. We need the corals
to attract tourists, so it is in our interest to protect them,” says Bhushan.
But not everyone is on board with the group’s ideals about conservation.
Young, untrained divers who earn a quick buck during tourist season by
taking tour groups for diving in the already-stressed diving spots around
Sindhudurg fort, mock the group’s advice about sustainable tourism
practices. When the group started with independent beach clean ups,
they faced resistance and discouragement. However, they are keen on
setting an example through their actions and supporting the youth to
follow the right path. “We began cleaning up our local beaches and at
first people laughed at us. But over time, they have seen the difference
it makes to their own beaches and we have started getting calls from
people who are interested in similar activities. We have supported over
10 groups with beach-cleanups,” Bhushan explains, adding that it is
plastic that is the most collected waste in their clean ups.
With formal education only up to the secondary or higher secondary
level, the group’s knowledge about pollution comes from their firsthand experience with it. “Every piece of plastic that has ever been
generated, still remains on earth. Plastic does not decompose. This is
what people should note and become more conscious about their use of
plastic.” Vijay meanwhile removes chocolate wrappers from his pocket
and smiles. “Check our pockets. We all have little bits of plastic waste
stored with us everywhere. When my mother washes my clothes, she
screams at me and asks me why I have all this garbage in my pockets.”
Prashant points to their motorbikes and adds, “The boot of our bikes is
full of plastic waste that either we have generated ourselves or collected
on the way”.
The group admits that they were not always this mindful of everyday
waste. After the scuba diving training and their self-financed activity of
ocean cleanup, they have developed a renewed perspective towards
protecting their environment. They now want to do their part in giving
back to the community. “We want to fund and train the next generation

MANGROVES

of youth from coastal communities so that they
are involved in conservation activities from an
early age. We wish we had learnt all of this
earlier in our lives so we could do much more
with it,” says Bhushan.
The group members are between the
ages of 30 and 40 years with a looming
responsibility of families and steady income.
They divide their time to maintain a balance
– during tourist season, early mornings are
dedicated to ocean clean up and later in
the day they are tourist guides. In off-season
they go back to traditional fishing. They are
working towards setting up a registered nongovernmental organisation which they hope
will enable them to widen the scope of their
work.

Marine waste and discarded
ghost nets, collected by
members of Indian Scuba
Diver and Aquatic Life
Saving Foundation; Malvan
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“The colours that you see
underwater, you don’t even
find them on the brightest of
flowers on land.”

Harshali Manjrekar, the only female
participant of the PADI-certified SCUBA
diving course in Sindhudurg, during a
dive; Malvan
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WHEN HARSHALI MANJREKAR RECOUNTS HER EXPERIENCE
of diving in the waters of Sindhudurg, her face lights up, and her words
transport the listener to tranquil blue waters, with schools of brightly
coloured fishes swimming alongside and stretches of corals adorning
the sea floor like ornamental tiles; enveloped in the silent embrace of
the world under water. A brief conversation with her and one may rightly
conclude - she belongs to the sea.
Harshali was one of the 20 participants selected from Sindhudurg,
for the SCUBA diving training programme in 2016. In an effort to
bring a professional outlook to the diving industry in Sindhudurg and
to promote sustainable livelihood opportunities within the community,
the Project introduced a SCUBA diving training programme in 2016.
The participants were trained upto the Dive Master level of PADI
certification (PADI or Professional Association of Diving Instructors is a
globally recognised accreditation for professional divers).
In early 2016, a call for interested participants for the SCUBA
diving programme was placed in the local newspapers by the technical
implementing partner, the Indian Institute of Scuba Diving and
Aquatic Sports. It was Harshali’s father who drew her attention to the
advertisement. “Back then, I was on a break after having completed
my Class 12 exams and I had a few months until the admission process
for the B.Sc program would begin. So I figured, why not?” says
Harshali. To prepare for the selection process, she took up a 2-week
course in swimming. “I knew swimming,” she says. “But I didn’t know
the professional form or style of swimming. So I approached a trainer
who conducts classes behind the Sarjekot Jetty and in two weeks, I was
ready to go.”
In the next few months, Harshali and the others scaled the various
levels of PADI certification – Open Water Diver, Advanced Open Water
Diver, Emergency First Respondent, Rescue Diver, and Dive Master.
On a personal front, however, Harshali had scaled higher levels.
“Initially I had been a bit uncomfortable, considering that I was the only
girl selected among the 20 participants. But my father and brother
promised me that they’d be around the institute until I’m at ease and
I may call upon them if I need something. There was no need for that,
however,” she says laughing. “I realised that I had made 19 really good
friends. Today, they are like brothers to me.”
While recounting her first training dive in the 25-feet pool at IISDA,
Harshali admits that she was scared of the blanket silence and the
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pressure underwater. “But when I went to the sea, the fear was replaced
with happiness! Woh alag hi duniya thi! (It was a different world!). You
don’t even see this on TV”, she says. “The deep sea has a brilliant shade
of blue and the fishes! So many fishes in so many different sizes and
colours! The colours that you see underwater, you don’t even find them
on the brightest of flowers on land,” she says excitedly. She concludes, if
you dive at the same place three times, you’ll have had three different
experiences.
Harshali has set a precedent for the women of Sindhudurg, where
the diving industry is largely male-dominated. The Sindhudurg District
was declared a tourism district in 1997 and in 2008, the first set of
people had put up their boards advertising ‘Underwater Tourism’ in
Malvan. The corals near the Sindhudurg Fort were the prime attraction.
Over the years, the number of SCUBA and snorkelling businesses in the
area has grown at an alarming level, threatening the rich underwater
biodiversity. Bhushan Juwatkar, one of the other participants of the
SCUBA diving training programme notes, “Back in 2008 when we
used to dive, we could see corals extending for several metres along the
sea bed. Today, only 1/8th of those corals remain.”
Owing to the unregulated nature of the underwater diving business
in Malvan, most of the business operators are not trained divers and
hence lack an understanding of the protocols to be followed to ensure
that the biodiversity is not harmed. To the sensitized divers, the corals
in Malvan are a sad sight, with most of them bleached and broken.
However, to the uninitiated, these corals continue to be an attraction,
disguised as “white corals”.
Taking note of this degradation of the biodiversity in Malvan, the
Project took the initiative to bring in the globally-accepted standard
of PADI certification to divers in Sindhudurg and the Indian Institute
of Scuba Diving and Aquatic Sports, a PADI-affiliated institute, was
engaged to train 20 individuals upto the level of Dive Master.
During the course of the training, the participants also played
a significant role in protecting the marine ecosystem by removing
abandoned, lost or otherwise discarded fishing gears (also known as
ghost nets) which act as death traps for species like crabs, lobsters,
turtles among others. As part of the training, it is mandatory to clock
60 hours of diving. To make the most of these diving hours, and as
a result of increased consciousness among the 20 individuals to do
their bit towards conserving the marine biodiversity, they got involved

in removing ghost nets during their dives. “The
first time we found a turtle entangled in a ghost
net, I was shocked. The turtle looked tired as it
had been trying to swim away from the net’s
hold, but the net had completely entangled its
neck. We brought the turtle on board our boat,
cut the net off carefully from its flippers and
neck and released it back into the sea. It was
a gratifying experience!” she says. Gradually,
the heroic stories about these local individuals
began to spread, and now they are called
whenever an animal is spotted trapped in
abandoned nets by fishers.
Sharing her plans for the future, Harshali
says that she wants to continue to learn about
marine biodiversity and scale higher levels in
PADI. “The knowledge that you gain as you
scale up each level – it’s fascinating! I want
to dive and learn. I want to dive in different
parts of the world and see the richness of
our oceans…” As she describes her dreams of
diving with whales and sharks swimming in the
distance, the world around her turns blue, a
whale’s song fills the room, and Harshali the
SCUBA diver takes you on a journey to the
world under water with her words alone.

Harshali Manjrekar; Malvan
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“We realised there was
something we were doing
wrong and that the square
mesh nets were the way
to set it right.”

Babi Redkar; Vengurla
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BABI REDKAR STANDS AT THE VENGURLA PORT OVERLOOKING
the sea. It’s an overcast day and Babi’s face seems to reflect the moody
bluish grey tinge of the sky and sea. “Thirty years ago, this sea was
brimming with fishes. There were fewer trawlers, and you didn’t have
any of the fancy nets or fishing gears that you see today. Our fishing
techniques may have advanced today, but look what it has done to the
fishes in the sea. Look what it has done to our livelihood,” the 55-yearold fisherman says with a resigned look on his face. “Over the years, we
have noticed the dwindling size and variety of our fish catch. Earlier we
used to get pomfrets which were five times the size of the ones we get
today. They used to fetch us a good price too,” Babi says grimly. The
reducing size of fishes is considered as a sign of overfishing.
Overfishing is a globally significant problem which is affecting not just
the ecological balance of the marine ecosystem, but also the future of
the fishers’ communities. The growing commercial demand for fish and
fish products has resulted in an increase of fishing operations and the
adoption of unsustainable fishing practices. The Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO) claims that overexploitation of the planet’s fish
has more than tripled since the 1970s with around 90% of the world’s
stocks now depleted or facing a serious threat of depletion, due to
overfishing. One of the major contributing factors to overfishing is the
by-catch, or the capture of non-targeted fishes. Juvenile fishes form a
significant portion of the by-catch and are often discarded owing to its
low commercial value. FAO estimates that on a global level, 27 million
metric tonne of fish is discarded as by-catch annually.
The traditional nets used by the fishers in trawlers are diamondshaped, which tend to close under tension during trawling, thereby
restricting the juvenile and other smaller fishes from escaping. In
2015, the Project in partnership with the Central Institute of Fisheries
Technology (CIFT) introduced an improved design – the square mesh
nets – which could ensure that the mesh remains open during trawling,
allowing the juvenile fishes to escape. It was observed that this simple redesign allowed a juvenile escape rate of nearly 2 kg per haul. Following
this, 143 on-board trials were held in Sindhudurg to demonstrate the
advantages of using the square mesh net to fishermen.
During the trials, the traditional diamond-shaped nets were used as
a cover outside the square mesh nets, to enable the fishers to make
a judgement for themselves. “When we saw the juveniles and other
low value small fishes stuck in the mesh of the diamond-shaped net,
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which had escaped from the square mesh net, we realised there was
something we were doing wrong, and that the square mesh nets were
the way to set it right,” says Babi. Convinced with the benefits of using
the square mesh nets, Babi went on to play a significant role in further
on-board trials, by collecting data from the trawlers and convincing
other fishermen to use the square mesh nets. Today, all 317 trawlers in
Sindhudurg have adopted the use of square mesh nets.
“There were several other advantages of using the square mesh net.
We noticed that the catch in square mesh was much cleaner, as it did
not have dirt and other unwanted small fishes. This reduced the time we
spend in sorting and cleaning the fishes. We noticed that we were also
saving up on diesel and the trawlers could move faster,” says Babi. As
the meshes in the square mesh nets remain open, the flow of water is
not restricted and therefore the resultant drag is much lesser than the
trawlers using diamond mesh nets.
“Today, all trawlers in Sindhudurg use square mesh nets. But that’s
not enough – all trawlers along our country’s coast must use this and
protect our seas for the future. We need more such initiatives to replenish
our seas again,” says Babi. He explains that when he had started out as
a fisher, the fish catch had more variety and were better sized. “Earlier,
even if we took out our trawler once a week for fishing that was enough
to sustain us. Now we have to go every day and even then it’s just
barely enough,” he says. Given this situation, Babi had no choice but to
convince his sons to take up other jobs.
“We used to make our own nets back then.” he recalls, speaking of a
time, 40 years ago, when he had just started fishing. “They were made
of cloth and we had to dry them every time after we came back from
fishing. Today, the nets are made of nylon and we can purchase them
from the shops. We don’t even have to keep them out for drying. But
unlike the older nets, these nets don’t degrade in the water. They remain
in the seas for years together and kill any animal that gets entangled
in it,” he says. These abandoned nets are causing a serious threat to
the marine biodiversity on a global scale. A study by the U.N. Food
and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and U.N. Environment Program
(UNEP) estimates that about 640,000 tonnes of discarded fishing
gear gets added to the oceans yearly.
Despite the bleak situation of fisheries around the world, Babi is
hopeful that initiatives such as the square mesh net can make a positive
impact in restoring the biodiversity of the seas. “Now that the State

Government has made it mandatory for all
trawlers along Maharashtra to use the square
mesh nets, I believe that we’ll start seeing a
positive change in a year or two. It needs to be
strictly implemented though,” he says.
With a grim face, he stands by the sea, an
old man reminiscing the days of fewer trawlers,
better fish catch, and a better standard of
living. “It will get better, won’t it?” he asks, his
voice echoing the concern of millions across the
globe.

Fisherman aboard his trawler
waits to cast the square mesh
net; Vengurla
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“The turtle is an
incarnation of Lord Vishnu.
We worship it so we have to
protect it.”

Olive Ridley turtles, a globally
significant but highly endangered
species; Sindhudurg
©UNDP India/Prashanth Vishwanathan
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MENTION “TURTLES” IN SHIRODA AND EVERYONE REFERS
you to “aapla Ajju” (our Ajju). This coastal village in the south of
Sindhudurg, is home to the globally significant Olive Ridley turtles
which are highly endangered. Ajju Aamare, a resident of the village,
has a soft corner for these animals that he has been independently
protecting for close to two decades and counting.
Olive Ridley turtles, a Schedule I endangered species, are found
on beaches in Sindhudurg. Under the GoI-UNDP-GEF Project, turtle
conservation was introduced to stabilise and increase the population
of the critical species. Prior to the Project, in 2011-12, only 8 turtle
nests were protected along the 21 beaches of Sindhudurg and 502
hatchlings were released. Over the duration of five years of the Project,
280 nests have been protected and 16,758 hatchlings released.
The Olive Ridley sea turtles are considered the most abundant, yet
globally they are reported to have declined by more than 30% from
historic levels. The turtles are considered endangered because of their
few remaining nesting sites in the world.
“I used to watch films and developed a personal interest in
conservation. Turtle eggs on our beach were under threat from
predators and human activity. Whenever I would find turtle eggs I
moved them from the beach to a protected nesting ground. When the
eggs hatched, I collected the hatchlings and released them into the
sea. I developed this knowledge from watching television,” says Ajju.
“The turtle is an avatar (incarnation) of Lord Vishnu. We worship it so
we have to protect it.”
Since 2001, he has been working together with his fellow citizens
to protect the eggs by creating makeshift nets from locally available
material. “Very often tourists who come here are curious about what
we are doing. Once when I was collecting the turtle eggs from the
shore, a German couple tried to stop me. They didn’t realise that I was
trying to protect the eggs. I took the couple to the site I had created.
They were thrilled to see the conservation efforts and volunteered to
help out with protecting the eggs,” he says. “We became friends. I
have pictures with them.”
In a different part of Sindhudurg is another ardent turtle
conservation supporter, the District’s Honorary Wildlife Warden
Nagesh Daptardar. Close to a decade ago, Daptardar, noticed
illegal poaching of Olive Ridley turtles in Sindhudurg. The eggs of the
turtles were dug up for consumption and the turtles which were caught
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on fishing nets were taken home to prepare a small feast. “I knew I
had to do something to stop this practice but preaching can only take
you so far. So I decided to befriend the fishers instead. I would go
to the homes of the fishermen, drink tea and dine with them. Soon I
gained their trust and would accompany them when they went fishing
on trawlers,” he narrates.
During one such expedition, the fishermen caught an Olive Ridley
turtle. When Daptardar asked them what they would do with it, he
was told that they would cook it for dinner. In an effort to negotiate,
he told them that if they let this turtle go, he would buy chicken and
they could have that instead. They laughed and agreed, and as they
were releasing the turtle, he took a picture of them and had it sent to
the papers. “The next day, we had this story in the papers,” he says
pointing to the open file on his lap. “They were all so excited to see
their faces in the newspaper and were being touted as heroes for
rescuing the turtle. The community took note,” he explains.
After undergoing a brief training in Goa where turtle conservation
had already begun in full swing, Daptardar started working with
the fishers’ community and the Range Forest Officers of the Forest
Department towards forming a network of turtle conservation
volunteers. They would protect the nests and explain to the fishers the
importance of protecting the turtles. He explains, “Killing a turtle sets
us back by 60 years!”
Thanks to people like Ajju, Daptardar and others, efforts towards
turtle conservation have been increasing slowly but surely. With the
introduction of the Sindhudurg Project, the conservation activities
have received a major boost. The number of nests protected has gone
up by 15 times and number of hatchlings released has gone up by 13
times in the duration of the Project.
In an effort to link livelihoods with the conservation of turtles, some
villages in Sindhudurg host a “Turtle Festival”, where tourists can witness
the release of protected turtle hatchlings into the sea. The festivals
increase tourism to the village as well as build awareness about the
conservation efforts towards protection of these endangered species.
The local administration is also progressively becoming more aware
about the need for protection of these species. The gram panchayats
in some villages organise beach clean-up activities before the nesting
season and are working towards more facilities to make their beaches
tourist-friendly as well as a turtle-friendly spaces. These efforts, time

and again, highlight that community action is
key in protecting the biodiversity heritage of
Sindhudurg.
With the vast expanse of sand and sea
behind him, Ajju Aamare stands posing for the
camera. This is the home that he shares with
the Olive Ridleys and several other marine
species of Sindhudurg. The harmonious
coexistence of people, animals and the sea is
what he strives for.
		
---

The ten stories in this book take you through
some of the initiatives by the GoI-UNDP-GEF
Sindhudurg Project that was implemented by
the Mangrove Cell of Maharashtra in the
coastal district of western India from 20122017. We thank the beneficiaries of the
Project and the entire Project team for making
this book possible. We hope these stories serve
as an inspiration to the possibilities that exist
for maintaining the delicate balance between
conservation and livelihood.

Ajju Aamare; Vengurla
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The GoI-UNDP-GEF Project implemented by the
Mangrove Cell of Maharashtra aims to mainstream
coastal and marine biodiversity conservation into
production sectors in the Sindhudurg Coast of
Maharashtra. This book is a compilation of the
qualitative impact of the Project derived through firsthand accounts of the Project beneficiaries.

